
1 Introduction
The production of architectural surfaces through software techniques is 
one of the most established areas in architectural research - a cursory 
survey of both technical journals and general discipline at large suggest 
the clear need for any software methodology to result in discrete, contin-
uous envelopes or surfaces. [CITATION?] This is a necesity unique to the 
discipline, as many other processes used by the computer graphics or 
medical visualization industries are screen based, availing themselves to 
a variety of ‘cheats’ that use the limitation of the 2D pixel as an agency 
to optimize what would otherwise be computationally exhausting proce-
dures. These include level-of-detail rendering, pixel-based subdivision 
schemes, volume rendering, particle system rendering, shadow stencel-
ing, etc. The need to comprehensively create, document and even fabri-
cate architectural surfaces essentially short circuits the implementation 
of these optimizations.

This has not inhibited architect’s use of time-based form making and 
dynamic simulation. Instead, it has problematized the degree to which 
these procedures are coupled with the discrete geometry of surfaces. 
Early work with soft-body dynamics [Lynn 1999] solved this problem 
implicitly, imagining the actual geometry of surfaces (the control ver-
texes) as ‘agents’ subjected to a series of forces and free to move about 
in cartesion space, but was limited due to the situated nature of the 
organic modeling software platform. Duplicating some of the functional-
ity already available within other software packages, many designers, 
including the authors, have been able to build and explore dynamic sys-
tems and force-based modeling with an explicitly architectural context. 
Two algorithms have appeared to be extroadinarily useful in this context. 
First, force-directed graphs have provided a means of organizing rela-
tionships and rationalizing them within cartesion space. Second, Isosur-
facing allows us to create surfaces in-situ within a particle context with 
a high degree of control and flexibility. Used in tandem, they constitute a 
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2.1 Constructing the Graph

The graph data structure is an open-ended framework in which we 
can represent both items and connectivity. At the start of the project, 
the authors were given access to a comprehensive alumni database, 
maintained by the Columbia Unversity GSAPP. Using historical records of 
nearly 500 students, the authors isolated each student’s series of studio 
instructors. Suggesting that professors are implicitly linked by adjacency 
in this student-generated list, the database was parsed to build a com-
plex graph of all recent professors, linked by individual occurences of 
‘sharing students.’ We refer to this graph as the ‘object model’, as it 
is implemented through an object-oriented framework. The database 
is stored in a standard CSV file, which is imported into Processing as 
a series of strings. It is parsed line by line, aggregating new relation-
ships into the object model. Redudant connections, for instance multiple 
students shared between two professors, are recorded in a ‘strength’ 
variable. The resulting graph is incredibly dense, featuring 1,016 nodes 

and 6,348 connections. Over-rigging can dampen the effectiveness of 
the force directed solution. 

In order to create a graph that is visually meaningful, we need to pair 
down the amount of information put to the screen. We accomplish this 
by ‘pruning’ the graph based on a strength variable. Connections below 
a certain strength are severed, and un-connected nodes are removed 
from the graph system. Increasing the necessary strength for connec-
tion effictively reduces that graph complexity significantly - a majority of 
connections are week, formed by a single connection between nodes. 
The resulting network is characterized by 77 nodes and 276 connec-
tions.
 

2.2 Force Directed Graph

Once the graph is pruned to a reasonable degree, it can be actively ‘re-
solved’ into an optimized, relaxed shape. This has the effect of spreading 
the graph into 2D or 3D space and bringing highly connected nodes 
into proximity to each other. This method of physically resolving complex 
information sets is described in [Kamada 1989]. We have stated that the 
Traer Physics library was used to ‘rig’ the graph with a spring network. 
The graph software that we have written exists on a layer above the 

specific methodology for creating highly configurable, dynamic surfaces 
that respond to a given set of forces and pre-qualified relationships. The 
need within the discipline for open-ended mechanisms of form genera-
tion that can be qualified with architectural data are critical and are the 
motivation for the author’s contribution to the subject. The work that fol-
lows is generated using the coding platform Processing, an open source 
Java IDE [Fry 2001].

2 Relationship Graph
A graph is simply a network of nodes and connections. Graphs have 
long been instrumental as organizing diagrams - the specific technology 
of force-directed graphs has its roots in visualization as an algorithmic 
means of creating ‘visually pleasing’ representations of abstract data 
[Kamada 89]. ‘Visually pleasing’ in this context means well-distributed 
and well-related, both of which are also useful within a spatial paradigm. 
The distinction of force directed graphs is to reinterpret the generic data 
structure into a mechanical assemblage - nodes are interpreted as 
joints and connections are interpreted as physical springs. Nodes repel 
each other, and springs attempt to bring them together. Given a length 
timeline, such a dynamic will stabilize into a static graph, essentially an 
optimized (spatial) distribution. This method of graph drawing is well 
documented in [Eades 94]. 

Force-directed graphs continue the notion of time-based modeling pro-
cedures into the computational paradigm. Given that we now have the 
agency to ‘roll our own’ algorithms, it is inevitable that more explictly 
‘spatial’ and ‘structural’ motivations become the center of this research. 
Similar efforts can be seen in the extending of catenary curve modeling 
[Killian 2004] into Processing. Also using Processing as a conveniant 
and speedy platform, the author’s software uses the Traer Physics Li-
brary [Bernstein] to implemenent the spring dynamics and particle sys-
tem dyanmics.

Figure 2: A 2D dimensional force directed graph, produced from the 
GSAPP alumni database.

Figure 3: Constructing the object model. Database records imply a se-
ries of overlaps or connections. Professors are established as nodes, 
shared students are interepreted as strength-qualified connections.
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and documented, for instance in [Newman 2003]. It is not the purpose 
of this paper to detail the algorithm itself, but rather its implementation 
within the context of graph networks and architectural form-making.

3.1 Marching Squares

The marching squares algorithm defines the construction of an iso-con-
tour within a 2D plane of values. Each ‘square’ of the plane is analyzed 
at its vertexes, and a pre-determined set of line segments is placed 
inside of the cube, if a threshold condition is detected. This procedure 
is iterated over all squares in the plane to implicitly define a series of 
closed iso-contours. We are familiar with iso-contours from such visuals 
as weather maps, which use them to identify lines of similar pressure, 
and topographic maps, which use iso-contours to define areas of similar 
height.

Our own implementation of this procedure takes as an input a series of 
points that fall on a shared plane. These points are created by slicing the 
graph network, intersecting all lines (connections between nodes) with a 
virtual plane and returning all intersections. These points then propagate 
values into a gridded plane, which is then passed onto the Marching 
Squares routine. This is updated every frame, resulting in a new set of 
intersections and a new set of iso-contours. The algorithm is as follows:

1. For all lines of the relationship graph G, in-
tersect with arbitrary plane P.
2. Aggregate intersections, if present, into I.
3. Create voxel grid V to be co-planar with P.
4. Use I to propagate values into voxel grid V, us-
ing a distance-based falloff equation.
5. Run marching squares algorithm on V, yielding 
closed boundar(ies) B.

The advantages of generating closed boundaries at an arbitrary height 
within a graph are manifest for architects. Such boundary curves could 
literally be realized as floor planes, which would essentially concentrate 
floor area in congested areas of the graph. The boundary curves could 

also be leveraged into other geometric modeling procedures that accept 
closed curves as inputs, such as lofting or extrusion. Cutting through 
the 3D field of data at a multiplicity of heights yeilds a series of re-
lated boundaries, oriented in the same direction. Since these boundaries 

Traer library, silently implementing the node/spring infrastructure im-
plicitly as one constructs (or de-constructs through pruning) the graph. 
Simply by advancing time, the graph resolves into a structurally opti-
mized state. Nodes are set to repel each other, therefore compelling the 
graph to spread out. The springs pull the graph back together, therefore 
maintaining a certain level of density. These two forces, centrifugal and 
centripital, must be carefully balanced to create the most compelling 
graphs.

3 Iso Metric Surfaces
The graph implies a distribution within cartesian space, however it does 
not explictly construct surface. The software employs two methodolo-
gies to implicitly derive surfaces from the grid. The first is a stereotomic 
method of cutting the lines of the grid and using the set of intersections 
as a point cloud. The second method simply uses the nodes of the graph 
itself as a point set. 

These points propagate values into their local space. This creates a con-
tinous gradient of values, either within the 2D plane or 3D space. By 
locating a surface at a threshold condition within this value field, the 
software creates envelopes that are implicitly enclose volume with a 
continuous surface. This is similar to meta-blob techniques, which use 
a power influence eminating from a series of control points to establish 
surface(s). The surface has no limitations in terms of its complexity - the 
resolution of sampling is the key value which drives computation time 

as well as surface articulation. These are ‘implicit’ surfaces or isometric 
surfaces, named because they identify a closed loop of identical values. 
Isosurfaces have been used extensively in medical visualization, and the 
algorithms that implement this surfacing methodology are well studied 

Figure 5: “CATscan” mode, using Marching Squares and plane/line in-
tersection to slice through the graph’s curve network. Image taken from 
custom software running in Processing.

Figure 4: (a) and (c) show topographic maps of value propagation in 
space, relative to two points. (b) and (d) show a derived implicit surface, 
assuming a propagation of value into 3D space. 
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of shared or aggregated spatial resources for highly networked graph 
nodes. Because we can choose an arbitrary threshold value to ‘route’ 
our surface through, this degree of segregation can be dialed up or 
down by the user, simply by adjusting the threshold value.

4 User Environment/Interaction
Though this paper is focused on the specific implementation of surface 
derivation from graphs, the algorithms themselves have been imple-
mented in a single software created by the authors. This software is 
meant to be an exploratory tool which sponsors testing and iterative 
design. The authors have included a few notes on this software, in order 
to give more context on how such tools might be used in architectural 
practice.

4.1 Platform

Since the software is written in Java, it can be run on any platform 
and even in the context of a web applet. All modules, from graph ratio-
nalization to surface derivation, are presented in one fluid space. The 
relationship graph is almost always visible, as it plays a key roll in each 
procedure. The space is navigable using simple mouse and keyboard 
combinations, patterened after other 3D software such as Autodesk 
Maya. Each procedure is activated with a keystroke which also creates 
a series of context-relevant sliders. For instance, pressing the ‘c’ key 
activates the ‘IsoCurve’ mode. The graph is overlaid with a horizontal 
slice plane, which is immediately populated by an isocontour drawing. 
Sliders are populated to the screen that allow the user to change the 
height of the cut plane relative to the graph, as well as to augment the 
parameters of the isocontours, including the threshold value that the 
contours identify as well as the falloff rate at which intersection points 
propagate value into the 2D plane.

4.2 Implicit LOD

In the process of working with geometry, the software makes decisions 
about the level of detail and quality of display for each geometric fea-
ture. While the user is actively manipulating sliders, the software pre-
fers to show lower resolution geometry that is only partially opaque. If 
the software detects a period in which no changes have been made to 
the parameters, it computes a high quality version of the polygon and 
caches it in a buffer. It will display this polygon until a change is made 
to the parameters, causing the algorithm to switch back to the ‘proxy’ 
display mode. The advantage of the caching pre-computed polygons is 
that they can easily be displayed as well as written out to a file. While 
the user is interacting with the model, the proxy display mode allows 
for quick, real-time visualization, though the accuracy of the result is 
reduced (some surface features are missed if they are only present at 
the extremes of the voxel grid.) 

4.3 Output Methods

The software is designed to be visual and interactive. However, methods 
exist to write out static geometry. When the user has settled on a surface 
there is an option to queue the shape into a dynamic buffer. The buffer 
can accomodate many objects, and new shapes can be added to an 
existing buffer or alternately can overwrite existing shapes. Simple key 
inputs determine this behavior. Once geometry is in a buffer, it can be 

identify an isovalue within the field, they implicitly describe the contours 
of a 3D isosurface. Having both at hand in an architectural production 
environment allows us to develop both the vertical and horizontal archi-
tectural surfaces simulataneously, and insures that these surfaces are 
highly recipricol in nature.

3.2 Marching Cubes

The Marching Cubes algorithm simply extends the concepts of the 
Marching Squares into the third dimension. Values propagate into 3D 
space from a set of points, and that space is segmented into a series 
of cubes. Each cube of space, or voxel, is analyzed through its vertexes. 
Provided there is a threshold detected across the vertexes, a specific 
configuration of triangles is looked up in a table and inserted into the 
cube. The algorithm “marches” through space, slowly fleshing out a con-
tinuous, complex surface. The algorithm is as follows:

1. Discretize space into voxels grid V.
2. Use graph nodes to establish pointset P.
3. Use P to propagate values into voxel grid V, us-
ing a distance-based falloff equation.
4. Run marching cubes algorithm on V, yielding 
closed surface(s) S,

Our own implementation uses an optimization described in [Shekhar 96] 
known as a propagation-based approach, which uses recursion to com-
pute cubes only where the surface is likely to be located. This allows us 
to create more detailed surfaces which can be viewed and manipulated 
in real time. Marching cubes can be used to ‘shrink-wrap’ the graph, 
creating a closed surface that is potentially topologically complex. Since 
the marching cubes algorithm is capable of realizing complex surfaces 
such as those that are found in the human body, the derived surfaces 
can have features such as holes, funnels and multiple bodies.

In the process suggested by this paper, the surface(s) yielded by the 
marching cubes algorithm become the envelope condition. They bound, 
in all dimensions, a set of spaces that correspond to congestions in the 

graph. Feasibly, all graph points are enclosed by surface. If graph points 
are brought into proximity by the force-directed-graph, then the values 
they propagate into space will overlap, pushing the envelope outwards 
and clumping then into a single enclosed region. Segregated or dis-
tant points will yield segregated envelopes. This allows for a narrative 

Figure 6: A Isometric surface, overlayed on top of the network graph. 
Image taken from custom software running in Processing.



tioning as a ‘solar chimney’ for sustainable energy generation and the 
interior layers sponsoring conventional program. Rather than employing 
the 2D isocontour routine, this project was mostly invested in the 3D iso-
surface routine. Several surfaces were generated from the same graph, 
incrementing the threshold value to achieve an onion-skin effect.

6 Conclusion
A tight coupling between relationship modeling and surface generation 
has obvious benefits, mostly involving the speed of feedback between 
relationships, surface and the designer’s own criteria for fitness. Graph 
networks are well structured to describe basic architectural form, in-
cluding the topology or connectedness between spaces, as well as their 
distribution within 3D space [Mahalingam 2003]. The force directed 
solution is especially apt, given its investment in spatial and structural 
optimization. Furthermore, the dynamic aspect of the Force Directed 
Graph means that there are a variety of solutions that satisfy an ‘opti-
mized’ graph, which means that in any given graph there is a relatively 
wide solution space that can be explored. By treating the graph as a 
3D field of information which can be sliced or wrapped with surface, 
architects gain a very specific agency to quickly visualize a diverse array 
of options for any given building program. The inherent flexibility in the 
determination of Isometric surfaces, flowing from the ability to locate at 
different thresholds within a continous gradient of value, provides even 
more choice to the designer. Ultimately, we believe the main advantage 
of these algorithms is their robustness, or their ability to describe diverse 
scenarios and yield plausible architectural surfaces in most every case.

As far as the use of Processing and other code-based forms of archi-
tectural modeling, we believe strongly that there is a demonstrable gain 
when architectural production is brought into a real-time paradigm, 
which itself is suggests moving more of architectural production onto 
lightweight platforms that privledge various forms of architectural intel-
ligence (structural rationalization, program topology, environmental ana-
lytics) rather than high overhead geometry. In dealing with the complex-
ity that such informational processes sponsor, being able to see, slow 
down, and animate the interactions between diverse goals and actors 
is critical. The methodology for architectural generation detailed in this 
paper attempts to be as transparent and intuitive to the user, employ-
ing physical behavior that is already familiar through normal mechanics 
that we see in everyday life. Surface derivation is also implicitly familiar, 
essentially employing methods to shrink-wrap a given topology or to 
section a continous field. However, it is the ‘live’ nature of the software 

previewed through the software and output to the DXF file format, via 
Processing’s built in DXF support. Once in DXF, the lines and surfaces 
can be manipulated within the user’s software of choice.

5 Output Examples
Currently, the authors have generated two projects using the methodolo-
gy described above. Our experience has led us to believe that the speed 
and flexibility of these algorithms allow us to consider elaborate combi-
nations of surfaces, for instance onion-skinned facades. Moreover, this 
can be quickly visualized and exported, allowing multiple permutations 
to be tested. This is a primary motivation for duplicating functionality 
that exists elsewhere in favor of lighter platforms such as Processing. By 
building our own infrastructure, we are able to create a rapid feedback 
between design intention, realization and validation.

5.1 Avery Annex

The first project realized by the software (actually the context of the 
software’s genesis) is the speculative Avery Annex. The authors wished 
to make use of the information-rich database described in section 2.1. 
Initially acquired for doing 2-dimensional visualizations, the authors real-
ized that such a graph could be extended into 3D and used to generate 
architectural form. The aim was to make a link between the amount and 
distribution of floor area to the congestion and distribution within a 3D 
relationship graph. Studios, represented in the context of the graph by 
nodes, would literally share space and floor area by being brought into 
proximity by the force directed graph. Studios that were only loosely 
connected would gain a spatial autonomy as well. The implicit relation-
ships within the school would therefore be realized as explicit spatial 
opportunities for overlap/collaboration as well as seperation and privacy. 
The results is a series of floor plates, which were placed alongside the 
existing school as a speculative annex space.

5.2 Solar Chimney Tower

The second example is an ‘emblem’ structure in Dubai. Here, the graph 
does not represent any existing set of information, but was instead in-
strumented to create a generally vertical shape with a few branches. 
The intention was to create a series of layers, the outermost layers func-

Figure 8: Onion skin facade, designed by Proxy. Multiple thresholds are 
extracted to create a series of nested implicit surfaces.

Figure 7: The speculative Avery Annex, designed by Proxy. Floor slabs 
show multipled thresholds, illustrating the range of connectivity that can 
be created from the Isocontour boundaries.



that allows the user to understand the impact of different methods and 
parameters, as well as an invitation to play and tinker.
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